Fuse universal

Fuse Universal Ltd. In , the organisation is made up of 55 employees. The main product is the
Fuse platform, entirely cloud-based using Amazon Web Services build on Ruby on Rails and
available on all devices supporting iOS and Android systems. Fuse Universal runs its own
foundation called Fuse School, which is a non-profit arm of the organisation offering
educational videos to children and adults worldwide via YouTube and the Fuse School also
written "FuseSchool" platform. Founder of Fuse, Steve Dineen, begun work at Ingram Micro in
pre-sales consultancy until given the opportunity to pursue training and teaching via high-end
systems. The main product, which is the Fuse platform, evolved from the Fuse School. This is a
foundation and charity, established in , helping to share free of charge Maths, English and ICT
secondary school curricula worldwide. Two years later in the platform sold on licenses and
released Fuse under Fusion Universal. After two and half years of operating in the market, the
company was renamed to Fuse Universal. Fuse is a cloud based platform that allows individuals
to capture and share knowledge, questions and ideas in video, audio or text format. The Fuse
platform can be accessed from an internet enabled device, such as a smartphone, tablet,
computer or laptop. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Fuse Universal Fuse Universal
Logo. London , EC2 United Kingdom. Hidden categories: Wikipedia articles containing
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Website. What is Fuse Universal? Fuse connects your people with the knowledge and expertise
they need to improve their skills and perform. Used by over progressive organisations
worldwide, including Hilti, Vodafone, Panasonic, Scandic and Avon, Fuse enables organisations
to move from low-performance course-centric strategies to continuous learning that drives
organisational and personal performance. Best For Fuse works with companies, charities, and
government departments with more than 5, learners. Fuse is especially popular with large and
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support given by Fuse. Write a Review. Catherine C. Show More Ratings. Reviewer Source. The
benefits have been tremendous, with serious engagement from the staff, and increasing
productivity in the work environment. The support team is great and you feel like part of a
bigger network of inclusive knowledge. Definitely recommend this system! Phil W. It's allowed
us to grow as a business and stay connected to a national workforce and its encouraged us to
digitise our learning delivery to our clients. The customer teams are always engaging and
willing to help and in recent years Fuse have recognised the importance of customer steering
groups and advisory boards. Fuse really is a Next Gen platform that supports company wide
business communication, collaboration, learning and engagement. The base suite of tools and
functionality is fantastic and the team look to innovate and now collaborate with the latest
thinking and learning tools in the market place. This leads to a "buggy" experience in the 1st
instance of a feature that held so much promise. I'm pleased to say they have worked this out
and now have good development road maps and testing in place before they come to market
with new features - The system is stable most of the time and new functionality is discussed
with customers before release. Forward thinking and quite agile in their approach. We have a
significant amount of content that sat in sharepoint in an unstructured and hard to reach format
with very little collaboration or tracking of what people were doing. Paul G. Fuse were good in
accommodating our unusual needs and developing the platform to make features they
developed for all clients available to everyone. However, i could never risk working with them
again because they're simply unable to provide a robust system and the support was truly

dreadful. Truth is, they have no idea how to structure a software development team, or
customer service team in a way that makes them able to deliver a stable system. We were able
to completely customise the user interface, which was good because we found the fuse
interface terrible. We relied heavily on fuse tracking our new starters completing their training
and then reporting via their APIs. We had so many issues with this failing to properly register
completions and it caused huge problems for us. However, even then is was largely hopeless
and we were forced to leave fuse and build our own LMS functionality internally. Daryl W. It's
worth the investment of effort, and worth being open to trying things out and tweaking as you
go. The technical support team are brilliant - they're super speedy to respond, and they have
helped me out with all sorts of requests yes, even the stupid questions This is great for me, as it
means I can tailor each of our communities to the visual identity of the relevant programme or
department, and can easily highlight new or relevant content. The technical support team are
also incredibly efficient - they respond quickly no matter what time of day, and deliver fantastic
levels of customer service. I'd recommend taking time to really plan out exactly what you want
to use the platform for, and avoid trying to be everything to everyone it can very quickly become
a beast otherwise! Topher O. They had an initial architect team that came along side of us to
help us focus the project on the overall goals for the organization. This sounds so elementary,
but when we came into it, we were just thinking about providing this cool tool for our associates
to use. This shif in thinking was revolutionary and has really helped the whole site come
together. Now that we are up and running, we have biweekly meetings with our client success
managers who help us dive into what's working and what's not. They offer help and
suggestions and help us stay focused on our overall objectives. We understand that how we
learn is changing. We want to consume information right at the time we need it, and we want it
to be short and effective so that I can get about the job at hand. In our personal lives we use
Google, but now, at work, we use Fuse! At the current time, some reporting is limited, but with
the Good Data coming on, we are going to have the ability to slice and dice thousands of data
points in ways that we've never been able to do with X data. We had purchased the product
from ADP, and because of that middle man, we had a third party service provider that we could
only utilize if we needed support items. There was no chance to learn how to optimize or
maximize their system. In addition, their 'Connect' piece was, at the time, still not robust enough
on the Socaial Learning side of things. That was a huge selling point for us. We wanted a
system, whereby our associates could learn from each other as well as take control of their own
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What we love about Fuse is that it has the ability to bring together Learning, Policy, and
Communications into one central location where our workforce who is disparate across the
country can connect and actually engage with the content presented. It's allowed us to grow as
a business and stay connected to a national workforce and its encouraged us to digitise our
learning delivery to our clients. I now only receive emails from external people, so my work flow
is way more productive. We often think of our smartphones as the hub to everything, and when
it comes to work, all I really want to be is efficient and have answers as instant as I ask them.
Fuse is fantastic for this and I highly recommend companies adopting this into their training for
their employees! User: Blaaaaaaaa Apple App Store. Privacy Policy.

